COBUS Doors

Your Gateway to Success

CAD / CAM

Simplifying the Door Creation Process

Ease of use: That’s one of the big
advantages of using COBUS Doors.
Basic edits such as “milling cutouts”
or “formatting doors” can be run
with the click of a button. Cutouts,
locks, hinges and component parts
can be selected quickly from user
defined menus and frequently used
machining operations can be saved
as blocks to be applied when and
where you need them. When the design is complete, only one command
is required to automatically create the
CNC code from the data.

Since the parametric definitions were
specifically created for door design,
you have the ability to define any relationship you need.
If sudden changes occur just before
production begins, edits can be quickly and easily implemented. Simply
re-open the input dialog and change
the parameters. The CNC code is regenerated and ready to go!
From start to finish COBUS Doors gives you the freedom you need to design and process any door and frame.

Imagine how much time and
money you could save in your
door manufacturing operation
if you could quickly make project modifications and didn’t
constantly have to deal with
programming the CNC.

The Simplicity and Power you Deserve

A German IT company of system engineers who have been reliable partner to wood-working manufacturers
for more than 25 years. They offer
professional systems and solutions,
design and optimize databased business processes and integrate bespoke
software solutions for CAD/CAM automization techniques.

Your Success.
Our Motivation.

User friendly macros for frames

Easily create different door types

•

User friendly macros for door
panels

–– Rectangular, rounded and
arched

–– Door formatting

–– Frame profile allocation

–– Glass cutouts

–– Drilling pattern and joint
connection definitions

–– Mortise lock and pocket
milling
–– Face plate - e.g. drilling
–– Hinge milling
–– Straight or angled hinge
drilling

It’s easy to save individual customer
macros (locks, hinges, cutouts, etc.),
with accompanying text and examples into the appropriate menus.

–– Bore hole drilling

Central Offices

Further offices in

COBUS ConCept
Nickelstraße 21
33378 Rheda-Wiedenbrück
Germany
Phone: +49 5242 4054-0
Fax:
+49 5242 4054-199
E-Mail: info@cobus-concept.de
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http://www.cobus-concept.de
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